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A LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
A Decade On

B

efore your eyes is the sixth and final issue of the tenth volume of The American Interest.
This means, plainly put, that we’ve been at this now for ten full years. During our first
decade we’ve had the same singular publisher (Charles Davidson), the same editorial
board chairman (Francis Fukuyama), and the same editor (me). A few key staff members have
been with us from the outset as well.
Certain other stabilities stand out, too, and we feel that those most loyal readers who have
been with us from the beginning, in particular, deserve to know of at least some of them. The
downtown Washington building housing our office has not changed. And the rule concerning
alcoholic beverages I established in May 2005 has not, to my knowledge, ever been breached:
straight stuff only, no mixed frilly swill. We take it straight, and we tell it straight.
TAI’s official motto, devised by Francis Fukuyama, has also served us well throughout the
past decade: to explain the world to America and America to the world. Our editorial board has
consisted throughout of about half U.S. nationals and half non-U.S. nationals, the better to operationalize our mission of bringing the best thinking and writing about American policy, politics,
and culture to our readers. Nor has our orientation to the subject matter changed: We remain a
non-ideological, non-party line magazine. We take a problem-solving approach to challenges both
domestic and international based on the belief that the conceptual and linguistic baggage inherited from the past is sometimes irrelevant and more than occasionally an obstacle to clear thinking. We have always loved historical approaches, but history leaned forward. We have always been
biased, as well, toward analyses that abrade against significant policy judgments, when we can get
them. This issue is, in that regard, no different from the 57 that have preceded it.
And what of the nation and the world these past ten years? At the beginning of that span,
George W. Bush had recently commenced his second term; today Barack Obama is approaching
the home stretch of his second term. In that time, mistakes have been made. The mistakes of
the past decade cast into doubt, first, the sagacity of American judgment and, then, quick on its
heels, the resolve of American power and purpose. This withering combination has now brought
us to the point that the world’s three main revisionist powers—Russia, China, and Iran—threaten, in mostly uncoordinated but still interacting ways, the structure of the post-World War II
international security system. The U.S.-led alliance system that is the core of this structure, and
that in turn remains the backbone of the liberal international economic order, is in jeopardy. Allies no longer know whether in the gusts of sudden crisis Washington will act as an ally or as a
mediator. Some do not know which mode to fear most.
During the past ten years too, and hardly incidentally, the U.S. political economy crashed
hard and has yet to fully recover. Neither the economic-structural deficiencies that the Great Recession laid bare nor the plutocratic wave washing over our political institutions can be separated
from the function and perception of American power in the world. It may be unkind, but it is
hardly inaccurate, to note that as we enter into a new cycle of presidential electoral competition
not one candidate, whether announced as such or not, has articulated a persuasive diagnosis for
what is wrong or offered up anything approaching serious programmatic ideas for putting things
right. The rest of the world cannot help but notice.
But do not despair. America repairs itself in due course. It has done so many times before and
will do so again, because our advantages for the long haul far outweigh our shortcomings. The
business of The American Interest during the decade ahead will be to advise, chart, encourage,
and of course to analyze the recovery of American self-confidence, broadly shared prosperity,
and institutional verve. A reinvigorated foreign policy will follow. We invite you to stay with us
for the ride.
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could not be found here after the 1930s, but I
very much doubt that this is true. To be sure,
it’s harder to gain a full vantage point on people
still alive, but I think most of us could come up
with some candidates—in fields ranging from
human rights to science to peacemaking—
who could match up well against his sextet.
Obviously, a more recent grouping would be
more debatable, if only because the blinding
dust of the present has yet to settle, but the fact
is that Brooks hasn’t looked for one. He wants
to persuade by implication more than by real
evidence, and such an approach must be questioned.

I

f Brooks’s effort encourages readers to take a
closer look at the larger body of work that has
been done on American character in general,
and perhaps add to it, great—but his own book
has not in and of itself done the job. There is
reason to pay attention to parenting styles and
other issues, but it is not at all clear that they
inhibit the development of great character any
more than the drawbacks of previous epochs
did. These are big and important issues, but for
the moment, as against Brooks’s style of argument, they have to be labeled “not proved.”
Finally, if our character is slipping, both
in general and at the pinnacles of virtue, what
does Brooks offer by way of remedy? Since he
has not dealt extensively with the causes of
change, he’s hampered in addressing countermeasures. A few asides about more rigorous
parenting really don’t do the trick. Brooks has
to hope that a good set of character studies will
by itself begin the process of countering Dr.
Spock and all the indulgence-encouraging literature that would make laziness a virtue. This
may indeed be a valid place to start. But again,
we must look to history: Recurrent efforts over
the past several decades to persuade Americans
to examine their collective flaws seem not to
have done much good. Jimmy Carter’s attempt
to counter the culture of narcissism, most notably, failed rather loudly. Christopher Lasch
won fleeting attention, but neither his efforts
nor anyone else’s has yet to stem the tide—if
there really is one. If we really do have a problem, we need to think much more rigorously
about more effective responses. An opportunity for personal reflection does not a persuasive

claim for a contemporary tide of moral mediocrity make.
Peter Stearns is University Professor and Provost
Emeritus at George Mason University. He has written widely on the history of emotion in the United
States, and on childhood and parenting.

Paper Machinations
Russell Crandall

O

n June 22, 1775, the self-declared
Continental Congress issued $2 million in bills of credit to fund its incipient war of liberation against Great Britain.
These bills, known as “Continentals”, did not
represent the colonies’ first experiment with paper notes; the Massachusetts Bay Colony had
done the deed in the 1690s. Yet the Continental
issuance represented paper money on a far more
ambitious scale. The notes, designed in part by
Benjamin Franklin, exhibited the likenesses of
Revolutionary patriots and the inscription “The
United Colonies.” Yet backed by the vague assurance of “future tax revenues” and beset by
chronic inflation, the Continentals were anything but a steely store of value.
The cheeky British didn’t help matters by
issuing counterfeit Continentals to debase
the currency. In 1777, $1.25 of Continentals
got one dollar of hard money; four years later
it required $100 in Continentals. As George
Washington lamented, “A wagonload of currency will hardly purchase a wagonload of provisions.” Alexander Hamilton, later on the first
Treasury Secretary, wrote about the dangers of
what we now call “soft money”—paper instruments not convertible into hard assets:
Indeed, in authorizing Congress at all, to
emit an unfunded paper as the sign of value,
a resource, which, though useful in the infancy of this country, and indispensable in the
commencement of the revolution, ought not
to continue a formal part of the Constitution,
nor ever, hereafter, to be employed, being, in
VACATION (JULY/AUGUST) 2015
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its nature, pregnant with abuses, and liable to
be made the engine of imposition and fraud;
holding out temptations equally pernicious
to the integrity of Government and to the
morals of the people.

Congress ceased issuing the Continentals in
1779, but many states continued printing their
own money until it was prohibited in Article
I, Section 10 of the Constitution. This set the
course for the U.S. dollar to begin as “hard
money”, essentially coins made from precious
metals or, as in this case, paper backed by them.
So the dollar started out as hard money, but it
didn’t stay that way for long.
Benjamin Franklin’s dream of a unified paper currency was eventually realized, although
not as money backed by land. The conversion
from hard to soft occurred during the Civil
War, when President Lincoln desperately needed funds to finance the exorbitant expense of
sustaining the Union war machine. Lincoln
pursued soft money despite his understandable
fear that such an action could lead to economic
chaos. He signed the Legal Tender Act of 1862,
which called for the Federal government to issue non-convertible paper money—or greenbacks, for the green ink used in printing—and
required them to be used for all debts public
and private. When all was said and done, Washington issued more than $500 million to allow
it to cover its wartime expenses. The Civil War
was prosecuted by steel, gunpowder, and paper.
With the Union victory in 1865, many believed
that the Federal government would retire the
greenbacks. Instead, the government now had
the authority to borrow money, which served as
the basis for the embrace of soft money in later
eras, including ours.
In his timely, illuminating, and frequently
humorous book, Coined: The Rich Life of Money
and How Its History Has Shaped Us, Wall Street
financial analyst Kabir Sehgal takes the reader
beyond the early American experience on a
biological, historical, psychological, anthropological, and theological whirlwind to get at the
heart of the evolution and meaning of money,
how it shapes us—and how we shape it. Seared
by the 2008 financial crisis, when he witnessed
well-educated and compensated Wall Street
colleagues hoarding bundles of greenbacks,
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Sehgal decided to dig deeper into what turned
into this ambitious, eclectic, yet widely accessible survey of this ancient topic.
Sehgal is upfront that his book is a synthesis
of other scholarship and thus plows little new
soil. He nonetheless argues that the traditional
definition of money—a medium of exchange, a
unit of account, and a store of value—is incomplete. Relying on examples both modern (Bitcoin) and ancient (cattle were used as an early
type of money), he shows us how money has
shaped our world and how it will do so in the
future, often in ways that are difficult to detect.
Sehgal, a talented jazz bassist, uses a multidisciplinary approach to tell his story, embodying
Duke Ellington’s adage, “no boxes.”

M

oney is of course a human invention,
but all organisms from “sea urchins and
algae to birds and flowers” rely on exchange
to sustain life on this planet. In the natural
world, energy functions as a currency. The human species also possesses an innate desire to
exchange (my freshly killed meat for your berries). Over time, we recognized that exchange
increases our ability to survive. It took millions
of years for this evolution to occur, but by the
Neolithic era (10,000 BCE to some time between 4,500–2,000 BCE) man’s bigger, more
sophisticated brain increasingly relied upon cooperation and symbolic thought. This development led to the first forms of proto-money, such
as grains, which facilitated exchanges. Salt, for
example, went from simply being an ingredient
for preserving food to an item that allowed its
owner to obtain more of something else.
Over the centuries perishable goods were replaced by more lasting currencies like weapons
and jewelry. Humans also gained the ability to
turn money into symbols of value imbued with
emotion and culture. Sehgal asks the reader to
consider at what point we agreed that you could
“exchange a piece of paper for a loaf of bread.”
His answer is that it took millions of years in
what was a remarkable evolution of man’s increased ability to think abstractly to the point
where “we no longer had to see or touch the
source of value.”
The use of metal as money originated in
the area comprising ancient Mesopotamia and
ancient Egypt around 3000 BCE. Herodotus

taught us that the first coinage in the Western by Charles Barber as “atrocious hideousness.”
world was introduced in Lydia around 700 So in 1904, Roosevelt wrote the Treasury SecBCE, in what is today Turkey. Coins were one retary, asking whether “it would be possible,
of the first mass-produced items in history. The without asking permission from Congress, to
Greeks started making coins in Athens around employ a man like [sculptor Augustus] Saint546 BCE during the rule of Peisistratus, who Gaudens to give us a coinage that would have
used the funds to pay mercenaries and to fund some beauty?” The Rough Rider explained to
his grand building plans, including the Parthe- his Treasury Secretary that this design project
non. The unit of account for the coins was the was his “pet baby”, even if he appeared to be a
drachm, from the Greek word “to grasp.”
“crack-brained lunatic on the subject.”
The Roman Empire minted coins to keep
The first double eagle had actually been
pace with the exorbitant spending of some of designed in 1849, but was criticized as showits rulers. Emperor Nero, for one, ruled during ing an “imperfectly formed” eagle that looked
an economic downturn, and in the year 62 CE “ashamed of itself.” Saint-Gaudens’ reimagined
he enlarged the supply of coins to fund pub- double eagle required seven blows from the
lic works, in a move one
press to create the stunscholar has called the “New
ning relief of Liberty holdDeal for Romans.” Nero
ing a torch in one hand, an
also understood that his
olive branch in the other,
coins “were more than just
and soaring eagle on the
Coined: The Rich Life of Money and
minted metal” but rather
back. Roughly 5,000 of
How Its History Has Shaped Us
a propaganda tool. Early
the MCMVII double eaby Kabir Sehgal
Nero coins bore a likeness
gles are still around today.
Grand Central Publishing, 336 pp., $28
of the emperor at age 16,
A 1933 double eagle once
when his reign began.
owned by King Farouk of
Given that the ChiEgypt (who had purchased
nese had refined the art of
it for $1,575) sold at auction
papermaking over several
for $7.6 million in 2002—
centuries and are believed to have invented ink, the highest price ever paid for a rare coin.
block printing, and movable type long before
these things came to the West, it is not surprisn 1947, Paul Samuelson published Foundaing that paper money emerged in China in the
tions of Economic Analysis, which became
10th century under the Song Dynasty. In 1170, the intellectual base for the rational market
the state honored the huizi, a paper currency theory. Even today, legions of Economics 101
that had initially circulated among merchants students learn about Homo economicus, the self(that is, a medium of exchange) but was also interested, rational actor choosing freely among
becoming a unit of account. Prices once listed a host of options to maximize individual utility.
in coins were increasingly listed in huizi. One Problematically, this Samuelsonian orthodoxy
advantage of paper currencies like huizi is that, was ignorant of what was actually happening
unlike specie such as gold bullion, they helped in the brain and thus made erroneous assumpsocieties trade more efficiently.
tions about how the mind thinks about money.
Sehgal deftly shows us how man’s ability In fact, psychologists have long known that our
to imbue emotion and culture into the physi- choices are not just rational and irrational but
cal design of money over the centuries made a also conscious and subconscious. The subcondifference. Take the U.S. “double eagle”, $20 scious operates on autopilot to make financial
gold piece made between 1907 and 1933 and decisions even when we think we’re not doing
renowned the world over for its beauty. Presi- anything of the sort. This explains why we tip
dent Theodore Roosevelt desperately wanted waiters more when we’re exposed to sunshine
to unite the nation around triumphant sym- (weather affects our mood).
bols of American greatness. The redoubtable
It might have taken the worst financial criRoosevelt described the U.S. coins designed sis since the Great Depression, but some former

I
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true believers in the rational market theory
have at last been mugged by reality. Writing
in 2013, the Yoda of rational market thinking,
Alan Greenspan, acknowledged, “Most economists don’t base their theories on people’s actual behavior. They study idealized versions of
human behavior, which they assume is optimal
in achieving gains.” Sehgal takes this analysis a
step further in his descriptions of how we think
about and use money—social norms and cultural rituals—as it appears that everyone has
his own idea of money. Thus, a dollar bill isn’t
simply paper with green ink. It’s what you place
(or don’t place) in collection bowl at church, or
what you stick or don’t stick in a stripper’s gstring, or how you tip or don’t tip a rude waiter.
Today we know better that the brain processes thoughts about money in remarkable and
myriad ways. The thought of expected gain,
for example, stimulates the nucleus accumbens,
part of the brain’s reward center. Brain scans
of study participants about to receive a dose
of cocaine are almost indistinguishable from
someone about to receive money. One study
examined how participants who donated money experience increased levels of oxytocin—the
supposed “love hormone” created in the brain
and emitted into the bloodstream in breastfeeding women or in people who give hugs. By
contrast, the thought of losing money activates
the amygdala, the “fear center.” According to
Stanford neuroscientist Brian Knutson, “We
very quickly found out that nothing had an effect on people like money—not naked bodies,
not corpses. It got people riled up. Like food
provides motivation for dogs, money provides
it for people.”
Moving to the theological realm, Sehgal
shows how religious figures like Laozi, Buddha,
Jesus, and Muhammad implored their followers
to give up the false material life for the greater
wisdom and spirituality to be found in a more
ascetic life. That is, less is more when it comes
to money. Believed to be a deity among some
Taoists, Laozi warned, “He who is attached to
things will suffer much.” Eight of the ten parables in Matthew’s Gospel relate to money or
wealth. Or in Mark’s account, “For whosoever
will save his life shall lose it but whosoever shall
lose his life for my sake and the gospel’s, the
same shall save it. For what shall it profit a man,
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if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his
own soul?” (Mark 8:35-36) Remarkably, some
scholars believe that money itself may have
helped create religions as it rose in importance
in society.
Seghal cites Harvard political philosopher
Michael Sandel’s concerns that market values
have wittingly and unwittingly penetrated aspects of society formerly immune from such
influences—the lamentable Skyboxification of
American society. In 2013, Pope Francis voiced
similar fears, “We have created new idols. . . the
worship of the ancient gold calf . . . has returned
in a new and ruthless guise in the idolatry of
money and the dictatorship of an impersonal
economy lacking a truly human purpose.” In
Sehgal’s reckoning, how we use money reveals
our values. Here in America, this might be
best seen in the cultural value we place on the
shopping pilgrimage of Black Friday. Just look
at the often-empty rows of the cushy “Lexus
Club” seats behind home plate in Yankee stadium. Markets first, apple pie later—if, that is,
it trickles down.

S

ehgal concludes Coined by looking at the
future of money through two distinct
“bull” and “bear” scenarios. In the bull case,
money becomes increasingly “digital, invisible, and intangible.” New digital currencies
like Bitcoin help create an ever more integrated, cooperative, and prosperous world.
Contrasting this beatific vision is the bear
world—characterized by the hoarding of
valuables, the return of commodity money,
and the lack of any official entity to issue
soft money. This, he says, is where the world
might have been headed in the wake of the
2008 financial crisis before the global financial authorities intervened. In other words,
Ron Paul’s economic philosophies in action.
While well worth reading, Coined is not
without its faults. For one, some of Sehgal’s
“more than 700,000 miles to 25 developing
nations” on-the-ground reporting seems a bit
forced at times. Does he really need to travel
to the Galapagos to snorkel with an American
marine biology graduate student (“Rachel met
me at the dock, wearing a Carolina-blue UNC
baseball hat”) to describe symbiotic relationships? Was the Bronx Zoo closed?

In the end, Sehgal’s biggest takeaway might
be that it’s really not about the money, stupid.
Yet given that Wall Street is where greed is
thought to be good, why in hell is this idealistic,
Grammy-award winning jazz musician wunderkind working at JP Morgan? The answer, or
perhaps the lack of one, might help explain our
times as much as anything.
Russell Crandall is a professor of American foreign policy and international politics at Davidson
College and the author of America’s Dirty Wars:
Irregular Warfare from 1776 to the War on Terror (Cambridge, 2014). He is currently writing a
book on U.S. involvement in El Salvador during
the Cold War.

Blues Upside Your
Head
Colin Fleming

B

ack when I was writing my college thesis, a ragbag work I thought was mostly
about the Beatles and how musical art
can inform how one lives life, a number of blues
luminaries—Robert Johnson, Son House,
Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf—kept turning
up with strange regularity. They seemed to
work well within my manuscript though, so I
let them have their place, only to realize years
later as an adult that if you’re writing about how
music actually shapes who you are and how
you think, you’re likely, in a sense, to be talking
about some form of the blues.
Blues zealots tend to be especially committed to their passion, launching headlong into
searches for vintage 45s at flea markets and estate
sales, and jumping down veritable rabbit holes
to research the often-patchy backstories of their
early 20th-century heroes. Spend some time with
Son House’s 1930 sides, and you are apt to think
nothing could be more powerful than that voice
and that rhythmic attack. If you don’t hear portions of your life in that music, you probably can’t
recognize yourself standing in front of a mirror.

But the weird thing about the blues is that
each time you think you’ve discovered an artist
of matchless power, you happen upon another
at the same level or even a level beyond. Loving the blues is like ascending a stairway; music
that wants you to wallow, that makes an art of
painful emotion, somehow draws you not just
onward but upward.
It’s the same, it seems, if you’re a blues musician. Muddy Waters was born McKinley Morganfield in the spring of 1913 and grew up on a
plantation close to Clarksdale, Mississippi. His
fluvial stage name indicated Waters’s trademark
wit; no performer ever made the blues sound
flows so smoothly as to touch on the urbane.
Waters’s stage name worked as a nice contrast
to that of his lifelong chief rival and foil, Chester Arthur Burnett, who was three years’ Waters
senior, also from Mississippi—known to music
history as the mighty, feral, Howlin’ Wolf.
There are, of course, several strands of the
blues, but the diehards usually focus on the
acoustic version that came from the Delta. It’s
not hard to understand why. There is something ghostly, ghastly, preternatural, elemental, and yet real, relatable, and life-affirming
in the rudimentarily recorded sides by the likes
of House, Robert Johnson, Tommy Johnson,
and the man who started it all, Charley Patton.
Waters loved House and Robert Johnson, and
started out as an acolyte, performing in their
styles for that invaluable musical preservationist
Alan Lomax and his Library of Congress series
in 1941. Wolf was more of a Patton man, digging the force of the rhythm and the unbridled
emotion in his idol’s scabrous vocals, which
chill you no matter how many times you’ve
heard them, like the first wind of winter clawing at the back of your neck.
Alas, Waters, a capable but by no means
massively compelling performer in the medium,
was no Delta bluesman. Two years after those
Library of Congress recordings, Waters lit out
for Chicago, where the Wolf would later join
him after cutting some exploratory sides in the
new style of blues he was formulating at Sam
Philips’s Sun Studios in Memphis. During the
1950s, in Old Chi, Messrs. Waters and Wolf
gave life to a form of the blues that retained
the evocative feel of the Delta, but rocked it up
with jolts of electric energy and a more modern,
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